The crime against Furuta Junko: 44 days of suffering
That is a true story that came about in Japan in 1988. A 17-year vintage female named Furuta
Junko was kidnapped after which tortured with the aid of four boys with a very inconceivable
manner and in the end demise after forty-four days. these horrifying matters done to Junko
Furuta have been accumulated thru the Japanese courtroom trial of the case, and blogs from
1989. They display the ache that Junko Furuta needed to undergo earlier than she was finally
lifeless. All this had her even as she was still alive. they are traumatic, however the reality. All of
this had befallen.- DAY 1: November 22, 1988: abducted kept captive in residence, and posed
as one in all boy’s lady friend raped (over four hundred instances in overall)forced to call her
dad and mom and tell them she had run away Starved and malnutrition Fed cockroaches to
consume and urine to drink pressure to masturbate forced to strip in front of others.
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Burned with cigarette fighters overseas items inserted into her vagina/anus DAY eleven:
December 1, 1988: significantly beat up limitless instances Face held towards the concrete
ground and jumped arms tied to ceiling and frame used as a punching bagnostril filled with a lot
of blood that she can handiest breath thru her mouth Dumbbells dropped onto her belly Vomited
whilst tried to drink water (her belly couldn’t accept it)attempted to break out and punished via
cigarette burning on hands Flammable liquid poured on her ft and legs, then lit on the hearth
Bottle inserted into her anus, inflicting injury DAY 20: December 10, 1988: not able to walk
properly due to extreme leg burns Beat with bamboo sticks Fireworks inserted into the anus and
lit fingers smashed through weights and fingernails crackedbeaten with golfing membership
Cigarettes inserted into vaginabeaten with iron rods repeatedlywinter; compelled outdoor to
sleep in balcony Skewers of grilled chook inserted into her vagina and anus, causing bleeding
DAY 30: warm wax dripped onto face Eyelids burned by way of a cigarette lighter Stabbed with
stitching needles in chest place Left nipple cut and destroyed with pliers arm mild bulb inserted
into her vagina Heavy bleeding from vagina because of scissors insertion table to urinate
nicelyinjuries had been so excessive that it took over an hour for her to move slowly downstairs
and use the toilet Eardrums critically were broken intense reduced brain size DAY 40: Begged
her torturers to “kill her and get it over with”January 1, 1989: Junko greets the brand new Years
Day alone body mutilatedunable to move from the ground DAY 44: January 4, 1989: The 4 boys
beat her mutilated body with an iron barbell, the use of a loss at the sport of Mah-jongg as a
pretext. She is profusely bleeding from her mouth and nostril. They put a candle’s flame to her
face and eyes. Then, the lighter fluid turned poured onto her legs, arms, face, and stomach, and
then lit on her body. This final torture lasted for a time of two hours. Junko Furuta died later that
day, in ache and on my own. not anything may want to examine 44 days of suffering she had to
undergo. when her mother heard the news and information about what had happened to her
daughter, she fainted. She had to go through a psychiatric outpatient remedy. consider her
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limitless pain. Her killers are now loose guys. Justice became by no means served, not even
after two decades. They deserve a punishment a lot greater than that they had positioned upon
Furuta, for placing an innocent woman through the maximum unbearable struggling.
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The crime: On November 25, 1988, four boys, along with Jo Kamisaku, then 17 (Kamisaku was
a brand new family call he took after being launched from prison), abducted and held Furuta, a
2nd-yr high school (eleventh grade) pupil from Misato, Saitama Prefecture, for forty-four days.
They kept her captive inside the residence owned by the mother and father of Kamisaku,
located within the Ayase district of Adachi, Tokyo. To stop a manhunt, one among them
pressured Furuta into calling her very own mother and father and telling them that she had run
away from domestic, but was with "a friend" and became now not in threat. He also browbeat
her into posing as the lady friend of one of the boys whilst his (Kamisaku's) parents had been
around, however, whilst he becomes sure they would not call the police, he dropped the pretext.
Furuta tried to break out numerous times, begging the dad and mom to help her, but they did
nothing, apparently out of worry that Yokoyama would hurt them. Yokoyama turned into at the
time a low-level yakuza chief and had bragged that he could use his connections to kill
absolutely everyone who interfered.in keeping with their statements at their trial, the four of
them raped her, beat her, added overseas items such as an iron rod into her vagina, made her
drink her own urine and turned into fed cockroaches, inserted fireworks into her anus, and set
them off, pressured Furuta to masturbate, cut her nipple with pliers, dropped dumbbells onto her
stomach, and burned her with cigarettes and lighters. (one of the burnings changed into
punishment for trying to call the police.)
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At one point her injuries had been so severe that in step with one of the boys it took extra than
an hour for her to crawl downstairs to use the toilet. in addition, they associated that “likely 100
one of a kind people” knew that Furuta has been imprisoned there, however it isn't always clear
if this indicates they visited the residence at unique times at the same time as she becomes
imprisoned there, or themselves either raped or abused her. when the men refused to permit
her to go away, she begged them on numerous activities to “kill (her) and get it over with“.On
January 4, 1989, the use of one of the boys’ losses at mah-jongg as a pretext, the 4 beat her
with an iron barbell, poured lighter fluid on her legs, hands, face, and stomach, and set her on
the fireplace. She died later that day of surprise. The four boys claimed that they have been
now not aware of how badly injured she changed into and that they believed she has been
malingering.
After her loss of life, the killers taped her arms and legs collectively, threw her right into a
55-gallon drum, filled it with cement, and disposed of the drum in a tract of reclaimed land in
Koto, Tokyo Arrest and punishment the boys were arrested and tried as adults; however,
because of eastern managing of crimes devoted with the aid of juveniles, their identities were
sealed by using the court. but, a weekly magazine Shukan Bunshun reported their real names,
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claiming “Human rights aren’t wanted for brutes.” Furuta’s real name and details about her
non-public existence have been suggested exhaustively inside the media. Kamisaku turned into
judged as a sub-chief, at the least in line with the respective trial. The 4 boys pled responsible
for a discounted rate of “committing bodily injury that led to dying“, in preference to homicide.
Boy A’s mother and father sold their house for approximately 50 million yen and paid this as
repayment to Furuta’s own family. For his participation in the crime, Kamisaku served 8 years
in a juvenile prison before he changed to release, in August 1999. In July 2004, he turned into
arrested for assaulting an acquaintance, whom he believed to be luring a female friend far from
him, and allegedly bragged approximately his earlier infamy.
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Kamisaku turned into sentenced to seven years in jail for the beating. Junko’s mother and
father were dismayed by using the sentences acquired by way of their daughter’s killers and
enjoined a civil in shape in opposition to the parents of the boy in whose domestic the crimes
had been dedicated. whilst some of the convictions had been overturned on the premise of
complex bodily proof (the semen and pubic hair recovered from the frame did no longer match
those of the lads who had been arrested), the legal professional handling the civil match
determined there has been no case to be made and refused to symbolize them in addition.
(there is speculation that the proof might also have been contaminated—for instance, by means
of unidentified people who raped Furuta.)one of the most demanding components of this actual
story is that her killers are now loose. After setting Junko Furuta thru all that suffering, they may
be free men!!! And handiest have 8 years in prison.
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